Refresh Your Hardware and Save

**Routinely swapping out older technology for new maximizes resale value and reduces energy consumption**

Not only does the asset recovery process maximize the value of older IT assets, such as servers, desktops, and laptops, but by selling them before they become obsolete, you can generate income that can be reinjected into buying more modern, advanced technology.

**Increase Sustainability and Productivity in One Fell Swoop**

Asset recovery services help reduce your carbon footprint and improve responsible product recycling by removing less efficient equipment from usage. Lenovo Asset Recovery Services is a solution that replaces old hardware with the latest sustainable technology and manages secure hardware disposal and recycling.

- Integrated process of takeback and replacement of hardware
- Maximum value received for replaced equipment
- Processes are documented and auditable
- Any third-party PCs and servers accepted
- Manages secure hardware disposal and recycling

Contact our team at jwolff1@lenovo.com to get started.
Tech Upgrades: Better for You and the Planet.

Technology is already a source of tremendous competitive advantage, especially within small and mid-sized companies looking to leverage every asset they have. Staying ahead of the curve in terms of the most advanced equipment helps improve internal productivity and efficiency, which improves operations and saves money. Asset Recovery Services makes the process easy with these great features:

- Reverse logistics and secure transport for assets from your location
- Processing to receive, test, and prepare equipment for resale
- Responsible recycling to ensure proper disposal for obsolete equipment
- Department of Defense-certified disk destruction or data sanitization
- Single point of contact with detailed reporting
- Return value for re-marketable assets

Contact our team at jwolff1@lenovo.com to get started.